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Verizon Joins the ONOS Project Partnership [3]

Verizon Looks to ONOS for Faster Transformation [4]

NFV/SDN Reality Check: ONOS project updates open source SDN progress ? Episode 44[5]

Verizon Becomes Newest Telecom to Join ONOS Open Source SDN Project [6]

Verizon Joins ONOS SDN Partnership [7]

ONOS Delivers Astounding Adoption and Momentum among its Community of Service Providers and Innovators[8]

Verizon joins ONOS project partnership [9]

Verizon hooks up with ONOS project, joining AT&T, SK Telecom [10]

Verizon signs up for ONOS Project [11]

Verizon joins AT&T, others at ONOS project in boost to open source SDN [12]

Verizon Joins ONOS [13]

Telecom Providers Worldwide Are Flocking to NFV Plus OpenStack [14]

As this year began, we spotted a lot of action from telecom players and the open source
community surrounding Network Function Virtualization (NFV) technology. Red Hat and
NEC Corporation said that they formed a partnership to develop NFV features in he
OpenStack cloud computing platform, with the goal of delivering carrier-grade solutions based
on Red Hat's OpenStack build.
Telecom companies have traditionally had a lot of proprietary tools in the middle and at the
basis of their technology stacks. NFV is an effort to combat that, and to help the parallel trends
of virtualization and cloud computing stay as open as possible. Now, The OpenStack
Foundation has released a comprehensive report on the adoption and business cases driving
NFV deployment among the world?s leading telecom providers. Titled ?OpenStack
Foundation Report: Accelerating NFV Delivery with OpenStack,? the report paints a bright
future for NFV with close ties to the OpenStack cloud platform.
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